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Abstract
Additive manufacturing (AM) has various independent parameters that affect the mechanical properties and quality of the
produced parts that are not linearly the function of each other. Process parameters in metal AM are very hard to control, analyse
and optimise because they affect each other even though they can be independently changed. Changing process parameters in a
wide range is not possible due to the formation of problems such as cracks, balling, unmelted powders, porosity and distortion. In
this paper, a numerical model to predict the value of tensile strength of selective laser melting (SLM) Ti-6Al-4V parts and analyse
the effect of process parameters on the results has been proposed. Taguchi L25 Design of Experiment (DOE) across 125 samples
to create a comprehensive and general overview of influential parameters on the build process was investigated. Specifically,
parameters included laser power, scan speed, hatch spacing, laser pattern angle and heat treatment (HT). To evaluate and analyse
the build process according to established statistical variances, a minimum of five samples based on ASTM standard (for tensile
test) were prepared. Heat treatment was added to the DOE to analyse the combined process and post-process effects. Results were
compared (cross-validated) against existing values found in the literature and were found to effectively predict and explain the
behaviour of tensile strength when changing process parameters.
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1 Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) has seen extensive use in both
academia and industry due to the ability to produce complex
geometries unattainable by the majority of traditional
manufacturing methods and to do so in a single production
phase. In particular, metal-based printing techniques such as
selective laser melting (SLM) [1] and electron beam melting
(EBM) [2] are growing in popularity due to the promise of
constructing functional parts for applications in aerospace [3,
4], automotive [5] and medical [6] industries. Despite this
promise, application of metal AM parts is hindered by poor
surface finish [1], dimensional deviation from the original
computer model and differing mechanical properties com-
pared to conventional manufacturing processes.

With respect to SLM, such issues can be traced back to
suboptimised build processes, leading to the unstable melt-
pool formation, unmelted particles, poor particle fusion and
‘volcano’ effects. These can lead to microporosity, cracks, key-
holes, residual particles, delamination, distortion and staircase
effect, thus negatively impacting a part’s mechanical properties
[7]. Teng et al. [8] provided a review of defect modelling in
laser AM build processes, categorising defects into two primary
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subgroups of porosity (balling and keyholes)- or crack (residual
stress and lack of fusion)-related origins. Gong et al. [9, 10]
provided a more fundamental understanding of defect forma-
tion during the build process and the influence on mechanical
properties. They characterised these as mass transfer,
vaporisation, melt pool discontinuity and process instability
phenomena. More specifically, mass transfer can result from
excess in imparted thermal energy from the laser, resulting in
a recoil pressure in the melt pool. This in turn leads to uncon-
trolled ejection of molten material. This material subsequently
undergoes rapid solidification leading to the welding of small
spherical particles on the upper build surface. If the welded
material is larger than the designated build layer thickness, they
can be dislodged by the powder recoating blade, leaving behind
a small pit in the build layer resulting in a porous region within
the bulk of a part. Process instability relates to the inherent
system performance and builds precision. For instance, fluctu-
ations in laser power can result in variations in thermal energy
impartation beyond predicted expectations. Equally, issues re-
lating to low energy density (low beam power, high scan speed)
or unoptimised hatch spacing (beam overlap), can result in a
lack of melt pool wetting or unmelted powder, resulting in
voids and porous regions. Finally, vaporisation effects result
in the creation of gas bubbles which are the precursor mecha-
nism for microvoids and keyhole formations. These issues can
be largely attributed to a lack of parameter optimisation and
ultimately result in parts with compromised mechanical
properties.

To manipulate the mechanical properties of as-built samples,
several methodologies [11] have been used. In the SLM build
process of Al12Si, changes in hatch strategy and preheating
have resulted in variations of part surface morphology and ten-
sile properties. This was attributed to changes in the crack prop-
agation path. Also, preheating of substrate showed improve-
ment in ductility at the expense of strength. Using different
hatch styles, preheating and contours allowed for the tailoring
of tensile properties [11]. Build direction affects microstructure,
mechanical properties and surface quality. The tensile proper-
ties in the Z direction (vertical building direction) were found to
be lower for higher thermal gradients and cooling rates due to
larger occurrences of pores and cracks [12, 13].

Heat treatment also changes the mechanical properties of
metallic AM parts. For Ti-6Al-4V, thermally induced phase
transformation provided the best combination of ductility,
strength and hardness. Increasing the holding temperature re-
sults in α phase coarsening and decreasing strength.
Increasing heat treatment temperature in the range of α + β
leads to increasing the percentage of β and formation of
equiaxed microstructure and a significant increase in elonga-
tion. In annealing, α + β precipitation of beta on α’ leads to a
decrease in tensile strength and improving ductility [14, 15]. A
new investigation [16] of tensile properties of Ti-6Al-4V
showed that annealing at 800 °C for 6 h results in removing

twins and dislocations. Ultimately, it was found that the de-
veloped annealing protocol resulted in a fully decomposed
lamellar microstructure, leading to a stronger and more ductile
build structure with mechanical performance similar to
wrought Ti-6Al-4V. Cai et al. [17] showed that SLM of Ti-
6Al-4V coupled with hot isostatic pressure (HIP) showed im-
proving breaking elongation from 5 to 15% while tensile
strength decreased 20%. Increasing HIP temperature showed
higher compatibility of the crystallographic features at the
interfaces.

SLM of Mg showed both preheating, and layer thickness
increased the value of hardness and elastic modulus so that
they were similar to human bone [18]. In another study by
Yadroitsev et al. 2012, [19] thermal transfer in the solid/
liquid phase was found to be a key factor in solidification
and the resulting part mechanical properties for 316 L stainless
steel. Using lower scan speed and preheating results in the
fabrication of coarser structures as these two factors influence
the remelted depth. The scan speed controls the track width
and height while the effect of preheating is more dominant at
0.5 Tmelt and inappropriate selection of these parameters may
result in Rayleigh instability, balling and track instability,
thereby producing samples of lower quality.

When considering the build process, the scan parameters
dominate several mechanisms affecting build optimisation.
Analysing the process parameters on density and defect dis-
tribution of Cu-Al-Ni-Mn showed that scan strategy is the
dominant factor in pore size and distribution, which relates
to heat flow during solidification. Additionally, remelting of
the previous solidified layer can be used to eliminate pores and
generate more equiaxed grains, which combined improves the
relative density [20]. Crack initiation is also related to scan-
ning, where a lack of optimisation of the laser overlap area
leads to the formation of cleavage steps along points of tensile
loading. The scanning strategy affects the sliding surface from
track to track and layer to layer, resulting in changes in tensile
properties. Combined optimisation of track to track and layer
to layer sliding surfaces result in the generation of excellent
tensile strength [21].

Powder morphology also has a profound impact on the
SLM build process, where generally smaller powders have
been found to yield improved mechanical properties. When
using larger powders, micropores were more prevalent in
build layers resulting in reductions in tensile strength. It
should also be noted that this is interrelated with optimisation
of laser power, where reduced thermal penetration within the
resulting thicker layers leads to reduced remelting and consol-
idation, thereby exacerbating inhomogeneity in the build ma-
terial and increasing the chance of cracks and pores. Cracks
generated by this process are generally found to be orientated
along the layer axis and so external loads perpendicular to
these layers readily cause fracture [22]. Contrary to the goal
of increased mechanical properties, Taguchi methods have
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been applied to control the porosity in such a way as to reduce
the elastic modulus from 248 to 120 and 110 to 40GPa for Co-
Cr and Ti respectively. Interesting in this instance is that the
deliberate reduction in elastic modulus can be tailored to
match that of human bone, simply by changing process pa-
rameters and using lattice structures, yielding many exciting
possibilities for biomedical implants [23].

Ultimately, a thorough analysis of build process parameters
is required to control physical phenomena such as melting,
solidification, vaporisation, periodic heating and cooling dy-
namics, to increase the build efficiency in SLM. Examination
of the current literature has revealed that efforts have been
focused on single parameter analyses, while many of these
deal with the prediction of mechanical properties. Results
are therefore not directly expandable and transferable to other
machines due to lack of test samples, repetition and real-time
analysis [24].

In response to these challenges, this study will apply arti-
ficial neural networks (ANN) to model, predict and analyse
the simultaneous influence of multiple build parameters on the
SLM process. Taguchi L25 approach was utilised, where out-
comes are determined using five repetitions of a printed sam-
ple variant. Build parameters of interest included laser power,
scan speed, hatch space, scan pattern angle and heat treatment.
The contribution of each factor as well as the interaction of
factors on tensile strength were analysed and fully discussed.

2 Experimental set-up

2.1 Powder material and SLM operation

Samples were printed based on ASTME8 and E8M (Sub-size
Specimen) using an SLM 125HL (SLM Solutions GmbH,
Lubeck, Germany) machine, equipped with YLR-Fibre-
Laser with a minimum spot size of 5 μm [25]. Samples were
printed horizontally. Table 1 shows the SLM build parameters
and specifications which were constant during a test and these
were selected based on manufacturer recommendations.
Samples were fabricated using Ti-6Al-4V powder in the form
of standard tensile tests coupons. Figure 1a illustrates a mag-
nification of the Ti-6Al-4V powder used in this study, Fig. 1b
illustrates data on the powder particle size distribution, while

Fig. 1c shows examples of the tensile test coupons
manufactured in this study.

2.2 Design of experiment

In this experiment, five influential build parameters simulta-
neously were examined. The number of tests that could be
performed would be unrealistic both in terms of time and the
cost for evaluating every permutation. In order to reduce the
number and cost of the experiments while retaining experi-
mental accuracy, a Taguchi Design of Experiment (DOE) was
implemented [26]. More specifically, a Taguchi L25 was se-
lected that relates to the existence of five factors across five
levels, as outlined in Table 2. To address statistical variations,
five repetitions for each sample were chosen. Therefore, 125
samples were printed and tested to generate a comprehensive
set of results. Factors in each column have to be analysed
independently and therefore the number of replications in each
column is balanced. In this case, the design is stated as orthog-
onal. The process parameters and their values are presented in
Table 2.

2.3 Post-processing (heat treatment)

The periodic cooling and heating during the build processes
and the resulting large thermal gradients lead to parts with low
ductility and high tensile strength. To enhance the ductility
and machinability of the parts, different annealing processes
followed by furnace cooling have been used [1, 27]. Table 3
shows the heat treatment conditions that were used in this
experiment. Stress relieving leads to removal of the generated
thermal stresses due to periodic cooling and heating. Mill
annealing is the removal ofα’-martensite to improve ductility.
α + β annealing results in the formation of globular micro-
structures and therefore better ductility. To further increase the
ductility, β annealing is carried out [14]. In all instances, the
heating and resident time were fixed at 120 mins and so the
heating gradient steadily increased from ambient to the differ-
ent set temperatures at rates of 4.8–8.6 °C/min. The cooling
rate was kept fixed at 5 °C/min across all samples to prevent a
detrimental impact to the mechanical properties [28].

2.4 Tensile testing

Tests were carried out using an Instron 8801-100kN machine
equipped with hydraulic jaws to determine ultimate tensile
strength and percentage of elongation. Axial gauge length
and test rate were selected as 31.05 mm and 2 mm/min re-
spectively. The results are shown in the Appendix Table 5.
Appendix Figure 10 shows the stress strain curve for five
samples with all different heat treatment temperatures.

Table 1 SLM constant process parameters

System parameters Value

Min. scan line/wall thickness 120 μm

Operational beam focus variable 100 μm

Layer thickness 30 μm

Laser spot diameter 0.2 mm
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3 Modelling

3.1 Neural network model

ANNs have long seen a wide variety of applications in indus-
trial, medical, marketing and banking systems to solve complex
system behaviours [29]. With respect to numerical modelling
and forecasting, ANNs are able to predict/estimate the outputs
from complex multi-parameter-based problems, such as those
seen in the SLM build process. ANN is a framework for many
different machine learning algorithms to work together and
process complex data inputs to solve problems in a similar
way that a human brain would. When outputs are not a linearly
separable combination of inputs, multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
is a fast and accurate application for function approximation
[30]. These networks use supervised learning methods called
“backpropagation” for network training. The inputs of theANN

were laser power, scan speed, hatch space, laser pattern angle
and heat treatment. Qnet 2000 software was used for this model
which has the ability of modelling and analysing the effective
process parameters on the results and is well-known to model
industrial processes [31, 32]. Using an initial prediction, which
is then validated using experimental test data, the network be-
gins training in the first steps towards wider system predictive
understanding. Following this initial round of prediction, the
ANN uses a recall procedure incorporating the new experimen-
tal data to determine the validity and accuracy of the network,
before commencing on subsequent rounds until predictions
match those of experimental outcomes to a high degree of
correlation.

In this research due to the non-linear relationship between
build process parameters and outputs, multi-layer perceptron
ANNs have been used to model the process. To increase the
accuracy of the proposed ANN, cross-validation has been car-
ried out using five prediction rounds across all 25 examined
data points in the study.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Results of the cross-validation

The results of cross-validation can be seen in Table 4. It is
shown that higher than 80% correlation was obtained for all
five cross-validations for recall process that confirms the
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Table 2 Process parameters and levels

Laser
power
(W)

Scan speed
(mm/min)

Hatch
spacing
(μm)

Scanning pattern
incrementing angle
(0)

Heat treatment
temperature C0

90 600 65 36 20

95 650 70 40 600

100 700 75 45 750

105 750 80 60 925

110 800 85 75 1050
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designed network is working accurately and has acceptable
generality. The average contribution of train, test and recall
for all cross-validations also shows 100%, 82.01% and
88.21% correlation respectively that proves the reliability of
the proposed ANN.

4.2 Statistical analysis for correlation of input
on tensile values

The numerical results of the modelling are shown in Fig. 2a–j.
Figure 2a, c, e, g, i show a very good correlation of experi-
mental values and ANN predictions demonstrating the effica-
cy of the proposed ANN. In Fig. 2b, d, f, h, j, the recall
procedure for all five cross-validations showed a general trend
that predicted the tensile strength for a respective cross-
validation stage, albeit with a minor discrepancy in between
the predicted and measured absolute tensile strength by the
proposed network. This figure proves that the designed net-
work was trained in the right order and works properly.

4.3 Average contribution of input nodes on outputs
using ANN

Modelling of the SLMbuild process of Ti-6Al-4Vis dictated by
a strong understanding of melt pool dynamics, which is largely
related to thermal control mechanisms. The challenge when
processing Ti-6Al-4V is its low intrinsic thermal conductivity,
which results in complex melt pool behaviours when compared
to materials such as stainless steel [33, 34]. To analyse the
effective parameters, interrogator analysis using ANN has been
carried out. The interrogator analysis has been done five times
for all cross validations to show which parameter is more influ-
ential on the value of tensile properties. Figure 3 shows the
interrogator analyses for all cross-validations. Of all the param-
eters interrogated, it was found that the laser power had the
highest influence on the value of tensile strength. Depending
on the selection of the other parameter values, any number of
these could be seen to have secondary influence, thus highlight-
ing the challenges of modelling.

4.4 Interaction of process parameters on tensile
values

Ti-6Al-4V is quite sensitive to internal stresses within the
process. However, Ti-6Al-4V has low thermal conductivity
and this leads to accumulation of higher heat and lower “lack
of melting” problems compared with stainless steel and also
has a more complex behaviour regarding microstructure and
mechanical properties [33].

Therefore, to derive trends of complex behaviour in AM,
contour plots based on the result of the training process in
ANN were drawn and analysed. Pre-process, process and
post-process parameters affect the porosity, microstructure and
subsequently the tensile properties of printed parts. In this sec-
tion, the effect of process parameters such as laser power, scan
speed, hatch space and pattern angle as well as post-process
heat treatment temperature on tensile properties are discussed.

4.4.1 Interaction of laser power versus other parameters

Figure 4a–d show a contour plot for laser power against each
of the other interrogated parameters. In this research, laser
power was found to be the most influential factor on tensile
strength and roughness measurements showed that this pa-
rameter is the most effective factor on the quality of the sur-
face, confirming Pupo’s investigations [35]. It was ultimately
found that by decreasing laser power the tensile strength im-
proved, where for powers lower than 100 W the tensile
strength was found to be > 1GPa. There are several potential
reasons for this. The surface condition can have a significant
effect on mechanical properties such as fatigue and tensile
behaviour. This is related to layer-layer effect and generation
of pores including microcracks, keyholes, lack of fusion,

Table 3 Heat treatment condition (20 means no heat treatment)

Commercial
name

Temperature
(C)

Heating time
(min)

Resident
time

Cooling time
(min)

As-built 20 – – –

Stress
relieving

600 120 120 120

Mill
annealing

750 120 120 150

α + β
annealing

925 120 120 185

β annealing 1050 120 120 210

Table 4 Results of the cross-validation

Cross-
validation

Process Std Dev Max error Correlation

First Training 0.06338 0.1665 100

Test 159.584 211.822 91.276

Recall 126.3903 188.4406 91.306

Second Training 0.15036 0.3291 100

Test 212.6783 261.5244 83.829

Recall 117.9162 156.9789 83.558

Third Training 0.229 0.63629 100

Test 158.4196 260.5638 74.281

Recall 81.02818 127.4597 92.364

Fourth Training 0.05851 0.15332 100

Test 190.3347 310.4224 71.638

Recall 142.7079 244.2268 88.738

Fifth Training 2.95414 7.8775 99.986

Test 146.0749 204.66 89.031

Recall 158.7935 228.9528 85.062
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boiling and volcano effect [36]. Surface quality is ultimately
related to melting pool size and energy density. Higher laser
energy leads to partial melting over a wider area and

overflows at the surface, resulting in increased porosity [37].
This behaviour can be explained by an energy density equa-
tion, where it is shown that temperature is a direct function of
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laser power. Therefore, increases in laser power increase the
melt pool recoil pressure, resulting in instabilities that lead to
increased porosity. The width of the scanning track is related
to laser power and scan speed as well as the interaction of
these two parameters. When using higher laser power and
lower scan speed (Fig. 4a), the melting pool becomes wider
and temperature increases. Beyond a critical point, the centre
of the melt pool can exhibit Marangoni’s effects, transferring
heat towards neighbouring build regions. Consequently, a
melt pool region of partial solid and liquid material (mushy
region) forms. Due to higher viscosity in mush area [27], the
gradient for melting flow is zero; therefore, higher temperature
stores in these regions, leading to increased thermal stress, and
decreasing surface tension (Marangoni’s effect)

If T0 is initial temperature and Tc is critical temperature,
then the ratio of κ in Eq. 1 shows that increasing temperature
leads to an increase of κ [38, 39]:

κ ¼ T−T0

T c−T0
ð1Þ

At the critical temperature, according to Eq. 2, the surface
tension becomes zero. However, in SLM, the working tem-
perature for Ti-6Al-4V reaches to maximum 2200 °C while
surface tension decreases to zero at 3560 °C (which is Ti-6Al-
4V boiling temperature). Therefore, in SLM, surface tension
never reaches zero value (except for surface vaporisation).

γ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

1

vl

2
3

s

T−T cð Þ ð2Þ

where vl is molar volume. Increasing κ in Eq. 1 leads to de-
creasing surface tension due to thermo-capillary effect and this
phenomenon is called Marangoni’s effect that is shown in
Eq. 3 [38, 39].

γ ¼ γ*
T c−T0

T c

� �

1−κ½ � ð3Þ

where γ∗ is constant for each liquid. Higher laser power leads
to higher penetration of laser beam, so the interaction of (sur-
face tension force + hydrostatic force) versus vapour pressure
is not balanced and keyholes were appeared which affect the
mechanical properties [40].

During manufacturing, irregularity of layer tracks was ob-
served for samples fabricated at lower scan speeds, resulting
in reduced tensile strength. When the scan speed increased,
tensile strength also increased, as can be seen in areas 1 and 2,
Fig. 4a, and which is in agreement with the literature [41]. It is
worth noting that a small reduction on tensile value is ob-
served in Fig. 4a (zone 4), which can be explained by the
greater effect of laser power on tensile strength (Fig. 3). The
largest tensile strength was obtained at laser powers ranging
between 93 and 100 W. This however decreased rapidly to-
wards the lowest laser power (90 W) and is believed to be due
to a lack of powder fusion, which is exacerbated at higher scan
speeds due to the lower energy density. Similarly, Qiu et al.
[42] found that increasing scan speed results in the more stable
melting pool and subsequent continuous and homogeneous
material which improves the strength.

Ultimately, the SLM process is sensitive to energy input
values. It was found that insufficient energy density is more
influential in governing mechanical properties as compared
to the samples with excessive energy input. The lack of en-
ergy input fundamentally results in unmelted regions, lead-
ing to the generation of pores and cracks and the subsequent
reduction of tensile properties [2]. Figure 5 illustrates one
such instance discovered in the test samples, where a clear
lack of powder fusion has generated a large pore within the
bulk of the samples. In addition, when increasing laser power
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and decreasing scan speed, the temperature of melt pool in-
creases and higher Marangoni’s effects and flow were ob-
served. This causes instability in melting pool; therefore,
unmelted powders move into the melt pool and more waves
are generated and fast cooling rate in laser-based AM, ulti-
mately leading to the formation of defective layer surfaces
and decreased tensile strength (Fig. 4a region CA).
Increasing laser power tends to generate higher temperature
on the melting pool. It was reported that in SLM of Ti-6Al-
4V spherical porosity is related to trapped gas under melting
pool during solidification [27]. Therefore, in higher laser
power, higher porosity and less strength were observed. In
addition, during high-speed scanning, balling is found due to

low wettability, reduction in contact between substrate and
melt and Rayleigh instability.

Figure 4b shows increased tensile strength was obtained
for laser powers between 94 and 98 W across all examined
hatch spacing’s (region 2). This can be explained again due to
the decreased temperature resulting in a subsequently smaller
mushy area and the keyhole effect. The insignificant effect of
hatch spacing on tensile properties once again confirms the
validity of the ANN prediction according to Fig. 3. Examining
region 3 of Fig. 4b shows that by increasing hatch space from
65 to 85μm the value of tensile strength increased by 40%.As
the overlapping area is a direct function of hatch spacing,
higher hatch spacing generates lower overlap, and results in

Fig. 5 Lack of fusion and big
pore in the range of millimetre

Fig. 4 Interaction of laser power on other parameters. a Scan speed; b hatch space; c scanning pattern angle; d heat treatment
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optimal build characteristics. It has been reported that within
overlapping regions the value of roughness increases between
5 and 7 times compared to the centre of the track and that
lower surface defects between subsequent layers result in
higher tensile strength [41]

The increase in tensile strength can be explained by con-
sideration of thermal properties. When increasing hatch
space (Fig. 4b region AB) radial acceleration and speed of
melt flow increase and higher thermal conduction occur and
a smoother surface is generated between subsequent layers
due to a more homogeneous particle melting and wetting,
which helps to improve the tensile strength [43]. Another
reason for increasing tensile strength in higher hatch space
is related to powder attachment in the overlap area. Larger
overlap tends to increase previously fabricated track to ab-
sorb more energy and increase the temperature and generate
wider heat affected zone and mush area therefore partially
and unmelted particles attached to a solid interface and pro-
duce bigger pores [29].

Figures 3 and 4c show that laser power has more impact on
strength compared to scanning pattern angle. By increasing
scan pattern angle, the value of tensile strength increases.
This effect is a well-known consequence of the build process
and can be explained by the increases laser scan angle
resulting in adjacent build lines being aligned away from the
direction of the normal forces imposed during a typical tensile
test. Increasing pattern angle leads to decreasing the tangential
component of the forces and increases the tensile strength of
the samples (Fig. 6). Additionally, it is believed that varying
the scanning angle can allow for melt pool thermal control
effects, which result in the increased tensile strength, particu-
larly at higher laser powers. This would be due to the longer
transition time of the laser allowing greater thermal relaxation
of both the build layer and surface, at a threshold that results in
reduced Marangoni’s effects. Interestingly for laser powers of
93–97 W, the reverse trend is observed where tensile strength
reduces for increased scan pattern angle and may be due to big

Fig. 7 Interaction of scan speed on other parameters

Fig. 6 Scan patterns and exerted
forces
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pores (which are the results of lack of fusion) leading to non-
linear and unpredictable behaviour.

Finally, Fig. 4d shows that in general, by increasing heat
treatment temperature, the tensile properties decrease.
However, in the optimum range of laser power (between 95
to 100W), the tensile values did not present noticeable change
(region 2). Similarly, in region 3, the value of tensile proper-
ties is constant by increasing heat treatment temperature. This
behaviour demonstrates the greater influence of laser power

on tensile strength compared to the effect of heat treatment.
Interestingly, it is commonly believed that heat treatment is
required for all materials to improve parts strain and clearly
this is not be the case for Ti-6Al-4V for laser powers > 100 W
in this study. In this alloy, the background phase is α with a
small amount of β. α phase is stronger and β is more ductile.
In higher than transition heat treatment (925 °C) due to low
cooling rate, primary α retains itself and β is transformed to
secondary α. Therefore, the microstructure is the mix of
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Fig. 8 Interaction of hatch space and scanning pattern on other parameters
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lamellar, equiaxed and acicular. Formation of α-globular can
also be related to partial remelting in the overlap of two
hatches. Also, the formation of β is a direct function of low
cooling rate and, in this case, β is transferred to secondary α
lamellae and primary acicular α is changed to equiaxed α.
This microstructure is extremely ductile compared to acicular
structure and less strength [14].

4.4.2 Interaction of scan speed on hatch space, pattern angle
and heat treatment

Figure 7a–c show contour plot graphs are illustrating the in-
fluence of scan speed against hatch spacing, scan pattern and
heat treatment on tensile strength. Firstly, considering the
combined influence of scan speed and hatch spacing, it was
found the governing mechanisms dictating the overall tensile
strength can be explained by considering the melt pool ther-
modynamics, as discussed previously. When considering the
scan speed parameter, generally for lower speeds, the move-
ment of fluid in the melt pool is equally slower. Dynamically
two processes occur, firstly the fluid moves out from the cen-
tre carrying heat, which enhances heat transfer. Secondly, fluid
in the outer regions experiences zero velocity, which in turn
may result in keyhole defect formation. Simultaneously, due
to the Marangoni effect, convection transfers the heat from the
bottom of the keyholes to the surface and then outward, gen-
erating a larger width and ‘cone-shape’ melt pool that de-
creases the value of surface roughness. Based on Atthey [44]
when Reynold’s number is > 600, the melt pool becomes tur-
bulent and a rough build surface is generated. This tends to
increase the porosity and reduce the overall tensile strength.
The Reynolds number can readily be calculated from Eq. 4

Re ¼ ρumω=μ ð4Þ
where ρ is density, um is scan speed, ω is melting pool width
and μ is viscosity. By increasing scan speed, the cooling rate
increases and viscosity decreases, which in turn decreases the
melt pool width. Subsequently, the Reynolds number de-
creases, resulting in less turbulence within the melt pool,
thereby reducing defects. This reduction in the defects results
in increased tensile strength, which was observed in region 1
of Fig. 7a.

In the present experiment, the optimum value of hatch
space ranged between 78 to 82 μm, with a relatively minor
dependency on the scan speed. At hatch spacing > 82 μm
(region 2, Fig. 7a), the tensile strength began to decrease,
and is suspected to be related to lower part density (about
24.6%) resulting from the too large a hatch separation.
Figure 7b shows a similar trend to Fig. 4c regarding the be-
haviour of laser pattern angle and resulting part tensile
strength, where higher laser pattern angle results in an in-
creased tensile strength.

Figure 7c reinforces the findings from Fig. 4d, which
shows that tensile strength is a direct and indirect function of
scan speed and heat treatment respectively. Ultimately, it was
found that the highest strength was achieved for scan speeds
of 730–760 mm/min. Beyond this, as the scan speed further
increased, a linear increase in heat treatment temperatures was
required to realise optimal tensile strength. This behaviour can
be explained by consideration of the microstructural changes
with respect to heat treatment. Firstly, during heat treatment,
increases in the holding temperature lead to coarsening of the
α-phase and a reduction in strength. In stress relieving
(600 °C) and mill annealing (750 °C), a small fluctuation in
the value of tensile strength was observed. When increasing
heat treatment temperature in the range of 900–1050 °C, the
percentage of β increases and equiaxed microstructures are
formed and precipitation of beta on α’ leads to decreasing
tensile strength [15]. In α + β annealing due to low cooling
rate, primaryα retains itself andβ is transformed to secondary
α. Therefore, the microstructure is the mix of lamellar,
equiaxed and acicular. Formation of α-globular may also be
associated with partial remelting in the overlap region of two
hatches. In this situation, β is transferred to secondary α la-
mellae and primary acicular α is changed to equiaxed α,
resulting in lower part strength [28, 45–47]. In β annealing,
this phase was transferred to secondary α and, by taking ac-
count of retaining primaryα, the size ofα phase increases and
larger microstructures are obtained. In addition, due to a com-
bination of higher temperatures and lower cooling rates, the
self-diffusion coefficient increases and a homogeneous micro-
structure consisting ofα is generated. Consequently, the value
of α and grain size increases, while tensile strength decreases
[14, 28, 48]. Decomposition of α’-martensite and nucleation
of α precipitates at martensite plate boundaries result in en-
richment of the surroundings with V as a β stabiliser, leading
to the formation of equilibrium α + β phases mixtures.
Combined these result in decreased tensile strength at higher
heat treatment temperatures [15].

4.4.3 Interaction of other process parameters

Figure 8a shows that when using small hatch spacing and
scanning pattern angle, the lowest tensile strength was obtain-
ed. This is believed to occur because, at lower hatch spacing,
there is greater overlap between subsequent build tracks
resulting in the production of microcrack defects, which re-
duce the part tensile strength. These microcracks occur due to
the effect of incomplete homologous wetting and residual
stresses produced by large solidification and undercooling of
the melt pool. Equally, the tensile strength is reduced when
using too large a hatch spacing due to a lower build density
and reduced thermal penetration depth, which prevents
remelting of the previous layers and results in weaker layer
adhesion and build inhomogeneity [22]
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Figure 8b shows that for hatch spacing between 65 and
75 μm optimal parts tensile strength is achieved from heat
treatment value of approximately 650–700 °C. Beyond this
hatch spacing (> 75 μm), the tensile strength is at a maximum
for reduced heat treatment temperatures. These findings can
be explained by referring to the microstructure morphology
resulting from thermal management during the build process

Ti alloys have better tensile properties in equiaxed micro-
structure compared to lamellar, specifically with respect to duc-
tility [17]. As the fabricated SLM Ti-6Al-4V has α′ martensite,
which has high strength, annealing due to heat treatment trans-
fers it toα + β, increasing the lamellae width, which reduces the
tensile strength. It is reported that annealing at 700 and 800 °C
only partially decomposes the α′ phase in Ti-6Al-4V, meaning
twins and dislocations remain, leading to lower ductility and a
small reduction in strength [16]. Heat treatment effectively
leads to transformation of the metastable martensite in the bi-
phase α + β matrix, thereby enhancing tensile properties [49].
However, the final α + β morphology is highly dependent on
the heat treatment temperature. When heat treatment has been
carried out at temperatures higher than required for phase trans-
formation, the beta phase is retained at grain at the boundary of
alpha resulting in reduced tensile strength. When heat treatment
is performed at 600–750 °C, this leads to the releasing of inter-
nal residual stresses and improves tensile properties [50].

Figure 8c shows better tensile strength was obtained with
higher scanning pattern angles. Moreover, at higher scanning
pattern angles, increased heat treatment temperatures were
beneficial to maximising the tensile strength. Qiu et al. [42]
showed hot isostatic pressing closes all pores, but still anisot-
ropy remains in SLM parts. Layer-to-layer versus hatch-to-
hatch effects are a dominant phenomenon on mechanical
properties and anisotropy. This effect was observed in the
current study and a higher pattern angle improved the tensile
properties. This effect is more dominant in region 1, Fig. 8c

which is related to decreasing tensile strength in heat treatment
temperatures greater than approximately 850 °C. Therefore,
reduction of the normal force which is exerted to the specimen
with higher pattern angle will have more effect and tensile
strength increases

4.5 Verification with the literature

In this section, data found in the literature is compared with
the experimental findings, in addition to the test and cross-
validation procedures. Figure 9 shows the tensile strength
(UTS) and energy density from several comparative studies,
examining a range of different build parameter conditions. It
can be seen that this experiment produced similar values with
the literature with respect to energy density. It means that the
value of UTS for training and recall should be close to the
obtained UTS in this experiment and also close to the values
that were found from the literature. However, the experimental
values in this research have some differences with the litera-
ture which is most likely related to the nature of eachmachine.
This figure shows good accuracy was obtained for both train-
ing and recall procedures, which proves the generality of the
proposed ANN model.

5 Conclusion

This investigation showed how changing the SLM process pa-
rameters affect the value of tensile strength when printing Ti-
6Al-4V. The experiment was guided by an ANN model, which
was cross-validated by generated data sets and further approved
by similar tests from the literature. The study showed that
ANNs have the capability to model nonlinear problems such
as process parameters in additive manufacturing. Analysis
showed that laser power is the most influential build parameter

Table 5 Experimental values of tensile and elongations

Test number Breaking elongation (%) Average tensile strength Test number Breaking elongation (%) Average tensile strength

1 2.37 932.15 14 4.10 948.26

2 3.67 1338.27 15 3.20 1121.28

3 9.00 1413.65 16 3.83 893.65

4 7.28 1028.73 17 3.37 1173.70

5 3.76 755.55 18 3.36 1394.14

6 4.72 1093.50 19 9.96 1253.18

7 5.73 1059.00 20 5.18 1064.54

8 3.46 1203.75 21 10.50 1255.90

9 3.17 1255.15 22 6.42 1106.97

10 9.64 1425.28 23 6.19 905.94

11 3.67 1428.07 24 3.57 1330.39

12 8.41 1251.04 25 3.93 1506.74

13 4.57 1079.11
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on the value of tensile strength, followed by scan speed, heat
treatment, hatch spacing and the laser pattern angle. The results
of interaction diagrams showed that laser power and hatch spac-
ing should be kept at optimal values to generate better tensile
strength (756.87 to 1537.67 MPa). Equally, it was discovered
that the higher the scan speed, the lower the tensile strength.
Heat treatment also has a profound effect on tensile properties,
where higher heat treatment temperatures result in lower tensile

properties. Combining process parameters ultimately revealed
nonlinear behaviour on tensile properties. However, this re-
search showed an effective means by which process parameters
coupling with heat treatment can improve tensile strength in a
cost-effective and practical way in a widely utilised commercial
AM system.
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